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Servicing the Fountain 

Over time the fountain can be clogged with foreign debris. To service the       

fountain, lift the fountain off of the flower pad, remove the fountain head and 

flip the fountain upside down. Next remove the water pump (do not disconnect 

the wire). Take out the rotor with the included tweezers and the filter cotton and 

clean all exposed parts using warm soapy water.  Reassemble the fountain.  See 

drawing below: 

QUESTIONS?  Contact us! 

Phone: 260-701-0345 • Email: lightscapes2020@gmail.com 

Keeping your Bird Oasis Clean 

Eventually algae can grow in your bird bath.  Preventive measures can greatly 

reduce the amount of algae and how often your bath needs to be cleaned. 

Lightscapes has an algae inhibitor available.  Simply call us or visit our website 

to order.  When you do need to clean your Bird Oasis, first use vinegar or 

bleach to GENTLY wash the floating flower pad and fountain. Just gently spray 

the flowers to clean them. After cleaning the fountain and floating flower pad, 

dump the old water from the barrel, clean with vinegar or bleach and then 

wash with soapy water, rinse with water and refill the tub with fresh water. 

mailto:lightscapes2020@gmail.com


Assembly of your Lightscapes 

Bird Oasis™ Bird Bath 

Model No. 104-0001 

Tools Needed:  None 

Parts in the Packaging:  11.9 Gallon Barrel,  Solar 

Powered Fountain, 4 Fountain Clips, 7 Fountain 

Heads, 1 Fountain Head Base, Floating Flower Pad 

with Bath Tub. 

Step One:  Take Items out of  box  and make sure all parts  are included.  

Step Two: Place your Bird Oasis™ barrel where you plan on leaving it.  Make sure 

the  surface is flat and level and has maximum exposure to sunlight. 

Step Three: Fill the barrel to one-half inch below the rim, with clean water. 

Step Four:  Choose the fountain head you want to use and push the bottom onto 

the center hub of the fountain base. Note: see next page for fountain head types. 

Step Five: Install four fountain clips onto the fountain (see photo A. below). 

Step Six: Place the floating flower pad into the water. 

Step Six:  Place assembled fountain onto floating flower pad.  NOTE the fountain 

clips rest on top of the flower pad (see photo B. below). 

Step Eight:  ENJOY! 

Choosing The Fountain Head 

The Fountain comes with seven different heads that will create different water 

patterns.  They are easily installed and changed  to suit your preference.    

Fountain heads B1, B2, B3, and B4 install directly onto the fountain.  Fountain 

heads B5, B6 and B7 install on fountain head base B8 and the assembly installs 

onto the fountain by pushing it onto the center hub on the base.  If you live in a 

windy area, Lightscapes recommends using fountain head B1 or B3.   

Spray Pattern By Fountain Head  

Photo B. Photo A. 


